Radius 20mm; Frequency 4-8MHz; Max FOV 92°

Simple, intuitive interface

Accessories

- **Optional microconvex probe**: 5-8MHz, 10mm radius probe. (EU only, available in US 2017)
- **Optional convex probe**: 2-4MHz, 20mm radius probe. (EU only, available in US 2017)
- **Optional headset mounted probe**: Hands free stabilised probe position provided by headset means tongue image is consistent and easier to interpret. (available 2017)

*Approximate price for ultrasound with one probe and SonoSpeech application; excludes tablet, import duty and tax.

[This configuration uses the tablet built in microphone. Audio cannot be synchronized precisely. Not recommended for research. For a research version of this system with precise automatic synchronization and analysis software please enquire.]
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